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Autumn Art Fair Focus
“It’s a much bigger art world now. There are more galleries, collectors and institutions so [fairs] will naturally reflect this.”
Marc Spiegler, co-director Art Basel, June 2011

“The fairs have done very well in exploiting a structural weakness of the gallery system – it is inchoate and based on local
markets.” Andras Szanto, consultant and contributing editor to The Art Newspaper, July 2011
“The overall weight [following the recession] has shifted to clients who don’t live where you work – so you service them through
art fairs.” David Zwirner, dealer, July 2011
“Some dealers reported that their gallery sales had fallen to as low as 5% of total sales. Some also felt that buyer’s loyalties
were shifting to fairs rather than dealers.” CINOA, 2011

“We do much more business at the fairs than at the gallery – no question. [But] the proliferation of art fairs is ridiculous. They
will strangle each other in the end.” Dominique Levy, dealer, July 2011

“[Art HK] is a great fair , but it’s also now part of the big global art fair machine, which is not why I went into the art world.”
Kate MacGarry, dealer, June 2011
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Big Business and
Corporate Takeovers
During Summer 2011 – art fair scene undergoing significant transformation
Art Basel announced it was acquiring Art HK
Art Basel – contemporary and modern
13 – 17 June 2012, Basel
Art HK - contemporary
17 – 20 May 2012, Hong Kong
Frieze said it was launching a classic art fair in London and a contemporary fair in New York
Frieze Masters – antiquities, old masters and work up until 2000.
11 – 14 October 2012, Regents Park, London
Frieze New York – contemporary
4 – 7 May 2012, Randall’s Island Park, New York City
India Art Summit (now India Art Fair) – has set out to be a more ambitious international fair – alongside a 49% investment
from Will Ramsay and Sandy Angus (responsible for AAF and Art HK respectively).
India Art Fair - modern and contemporary
25 – 29 January 2012, MSIC Exhibition Grounds, New Delhi
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Heating Up or Cooling
Down?
“We have sold works across the board and are almost sold out. There are lots of people here to buy and it feels like it is back
to 2007”. Barbara Gladstone, dealer, Art Basel June 2011
“We did an analysis of the fair and while it was not the second highest grossing that we ever had [which was 2007], it was
the second highest…the market has really come back a lot.” David Zwirner, dealer, Art Basel June 2011
Contemporary auction sales in London during June raised £200m alone – appeared to be a time of growing confidence
ArtTactic’s US & European Confidence Indicator (proprietary index, six month polls of professionals) – up 8.3% in first six
months of 2011 – fifth consecutive rise from its low in November 2008.
But Sotheby’s stock – has taken a major tumble (- 37% between 7 July and end of August – wiped over $1.2 billion off the
value of the company - $47.8 down to under $30).
Autumn – what will the art market make of current economic turmoil?
Is art a safe bet for investment? Art increasingly being seen as investment vehicle at the top end. Idea reinforced by almost
rock bottom interest rates – creating a very buoyant top end to the market – especially with a increased demand for trophy
works.
Can emerging markets – e.g. China – pick up the slack? White Cube – opening first space out there. Sotheby’s cutting back
investment in Europe in favour of developing market base in China. But on 9 August – day US and Europe stock markets
collapsed – Hong Kong’s Seng index fell nearly 6% with other Asian stocks.
Is the art market lagging behind again? Prior to previous collapse the art market careered ahead before plummeting at the
end of 2008.
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Art Fairs – Current Trends
Very buoyant market at top end but keenly increased competition. Very volatile times – difficult for fairs to start
up at emerging level – long term planning required (see cancellations).

At every level – critical programming - inclusion of ‘curated’ sections, awards, extensive talks programmes,
seminars, lectures and additional content. Part of a wider trend – which sees commercial entities adopting the behaviours of
non-profit/public institutions to build reputation as powerful critical agencies. Fairs would ideally like to be seen more like
biennales.

Public sector figures standing on selection committees more and more – e.g. Hans Ulrich Obrist at FIAC, museum directors
for Moving Image

Consistent quality – biggest concern with proliferation of fairs – organisers and galleries keen to avoid homogenisation.

Period of consolidation for fairs and galleries - gallerists focusing on fairs which are well suited to them and taking less risks.
Fair organisers increasingly happy to cancel or postpone fairs if the time isn’t right.

‘Alpha collectors’ dominating buying trends and making headlines at blue chip fairs – e.g. Budi Tek, Don and Mera Rubell
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Art Fairs:
Current Trends by Type
Major players – Frieze (Frieze, Frieze Masters, Frieze NYC) and Basel (Art Basel,
Art Basel Miami Beach, Art HK)
- Entering a ‘big business’ phase and behaving like major international corporations.
Established fairs – FIAC, The Armoury Show, ARCO
- Strengthening profile and diversifying into additional sections where possible.
Emerging art fairs – Scope (Scope Miami, Scope New York and Scope Basel), Independent Art Fair, Pulse (Miami, New York and Los
Angeles), Volta (Volta New York and Volta Basel), Liste
- Face stiff competition from major players with emerging sections (e.g. Frieze Frame etc)
- However have strong competitive advantages – atmosphere, experience, price, approachability.
- ‘Brands’ can be shipped out to new cities.
- Can pick up on segment of critically engaged galleries which don’t get in to the main fair – e.g. Liste, Basel.
- Huge amount of quality variation and identity within this category.
Dealer-led – NADA, Sunday
- Money reinvested into the project, more relaxed atmosphere, more personality.
- Popular with dealers – many would like more of these – more favourable than profit driven fairs.
Emerging markets – Pinta, Art HK, Art Dubai, Art Abu Dhabi, India Art Summit
- Western galleries have to adapt to the new market or face quiet booths – language and type of work (Cheim and Read staff given
Mandarin lessons)
- Collectors from emerging economies still often without much of the necessary visual arts ecology required e.g. Dubai and Abu Dhabi –
big crowds but little buying
- Asian collectors in particular – favour transparency – stands with prices on fare better
Special niches – VIP Art Fair, Moving Image, Multiplied, London Original Print Fair, AAF (eleven cities), Paris Photo
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Cancellations
Select, Business Design Centre, London, 1 – 5 May, 2011
“After careful consideration, it was felt that challenging market conditions, meant there was a risk the Fair might not meet the
needs and expectations of exhibiting galleries and visitors.” Jonathan Burton, director
Profile – critically engaged work under £5,000 – main draw back.

Scope, Old Truman Brewery, London, 13 – 16 October, 2011
“The current climate of social unrest, and poor economic conditions, did not create for the sure environment to re-launch this
year’s edition of the fair.” Mollie White, director
Have now delayed a return to London for three years

Art Forum Berlin, Berlin, 30 September – 2 October 2011
“A joint venture only makes sense if both parties recognise what their respective input is and if they are willing to commit to it.
With an art fair Messe Berlin's added value is through its organization of the event. If this is not desired then there is no basis
for conducting joint business other than solely through sponsorship. The same applies to the hosting of art forum berlin 2011.
Without the support of the galleries for whom we are organizing it, it would indeed be a counter-productive event."
Dr. Christian Göke, Chief Operating Officer of Messe Berlin GmbH.

Possible merger with Art Berlin Contemporary collapsed (although Art Berlin Contemporary went head – 7 – 11 September
2011).
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Trend to watch – Online:
VIP Art Fair – 22 – 30 January 2011:
World’s first online art fair, 140 dealers (Premier e.g. Sadie Coles HQ, Hauser and Wirth, Lisson Gallery and White Cube;
Focus e.g. Rossi Rossi and Galerie Bob van Orsouw and Emerging e.g. Pilar Corrias and Kate MacGarry)
Online chat functions, private viewing rooms, special imaging functions.
Plagued by technical problems – private show rooms and chat functions not working.
Booths costing up to $20,000 for those wanting to show broadest range of works
Limoncello – small polaroids which required closer scrutiny. Lisson – show case of sculpture by Dan Graham. Ibid Projects
showed a 3-d mirage.
Some sales – Pilar Corrias reported making her money back, whilst David Zwirner sold a $375,000 bronze by Chris Ofili.
General report that despite frustration at technical problems overall belief in the potential of the fair to bring in new
clients.

Art.Sy – in development:
Art Genome Project – algorithms and mapping of 500+ characteristics (including art historical movements, subject matter and
formal qualities).
High profile supporters – Dasha Zhukova (Investor – Founder Garage Centre for Contemporary Art), Larry Gagosian
(Adviser – Director Gagosian Gallery) and Marc Glimcher (Adviser – President Pace Gallery) and Joe Kennedy (Adviser –
CEO of Pandora)
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Profile: Moving Image
13 – 16 October, Bargehouse, London
Founded by Ed Winckelmann, New York Gallerist and business partner Murat Orozobekov
First edition – New York 2010
Launched with modest sales but positive reviews
Designed to be easily, and affordably, reproduced
Very expensive and difficult to show video at a normal fair
London edition – thirty galleries will display a mix of single channel videos
Stand prices $2,500 for single channel and $5,000 for larger installations
Very low maintenance – galleries can send a CD with work and wander in and out as they please
Advisory committee – made up of key public sector workers:
Edwin Carels, Festival Programmer, International Film Festival Rotterdam (Ghent, Belgium)
John Connelly, Director, Felix Gonzalez-Torres Foundation (New York, USA)
Solange Farkas, Curator Director, Associação Cultural Videobrasil (São Paulo, Brazil)
Mami Kataoka, Chief Curator, Mori Art Museum (Tokyo, Japan)
Elizabeth Neilson, Director, Zabludowicz Collection (London, UK)
Inclusion of Farkas and Kataoka – deliberate push in to Latin American and Asian markets
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Profile: Sunday Art Fair
13 – 16 October, Ambika P3, London
International, gallery-led art fair showing a selection of 20 young galleries, exhibiting work by over 60 international artists
First edition October 2010 in London, developed following the success of Sunday Art Fair in Berlin May 2000.
Organised by three of the participating galleries: Limoncello (London), Croy Neilsen (Berlin) and Tulips and Roses
(Brussels) and sponsored by the Zabludowicz Collection.
Strong emphasis on continental conceptual work
“You go to [Frieze] to check in with things you might know. This is about things that you don’t know — there’s a feeling of
discovery.” Benjamin Godsill, Director, New Museum, Berlin
Deliberately loose network of galleries.
Stands which seemed to spill in to each other – were not constrained by booths or walls
Low cost - £1,000 for a stand vs up to £40,000 at mainstream fairs. Participation by invite only.
More of a DIY mentality
Less pressure than if exhibiting at Frieze
Free entry for visitors (vs £27 for Frieze)
Prices - £800 - £35,000
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Tips for Buying at Fairs
Ask as many questions as you want – try to catch gallerists in the mornings on the first few days before
they become jaded
Negotiate – galleries with quieter stands and at quieter fairs will be very keen to secure sales:
discounts typically between 10 and 15%
Ask the gallery to reserve the piece for a specific amount of time
Ask about resale or buy back agreements – be sure to clarify this at the time if you think it may be relevant. Regardless of this
it is considered good practice to offer the work back to the gallery in the first instance if you intend to sell it
Buying at fairs should be backed up by lots of research in advance and afterwards
Go with a list of artists or specific set of criteria you are looking for
Go online – look at floor plans and published guides
Be aware of the alternatives and other options on display. Ask to see what else the gallery has available. There may be
something else just around the corner
What’s on the stand might not be the most critically important piece by the artist – be aware of ‘art fair’ work vs other work
Be aware of the hype surrounding fairs and the intentional creation of a pressured environment designed to encourage quick
decision making – fairs are in many ways designed to recreate the ‘one room’ buying environment of auctions
Think practically – logistics and installation
Follow up with galleries after fairs
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Resources
The Art Newspaper, monthly edition - regular market updates
The Art Newspaper, daily editions - Frieze, Art Basel, Art Basel Miami – in-focus reports on specific fairs
The Art Newspaper – The Year Ahead, annual magazine – full (ish) art fair listings for the whole year
The Art Newspaper – Magazine, one edition so far – price listings for 100 artists, focus on relationship between the
biennale and the market

FT Weekend – weekend newspaper – regular articles on collecting trends, art as investment vehicle
Art Info – www.artinfo.com – all round news source, deep coverage
Art Net – www.artnet.com – hard data and auction results
Art Tactic – www.arttactic.com – very analytical and statistics based
Mutual Art – www.mutualart.com – article search capability
Owning Art: The Contemporary Art Collectors Handbook, Louisa Buck and Judith Greer, Culture Shock Media,
2006

The Role of Art and Antique Dealers: An Added Value, Dr Clare McAndrew, CINOA (Confédération
Internationale des Négociants en Oeuvre d’Art), 2011
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